Mounting description – Side support Basic for square back tubes
Item number 86145
Side support Basic for square back tubes

This side support can be adjusted in height, depth and side wards.

Please note:
this side support can only be used for wheel chairs having a square back tube!
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At the following page you will find a description how to mount and how to adjust this side support.
Before you are going to mount the side support to the wheel chair you need to define the long lasting seating
position of the user.
Find the desired position and mark the height at the back tube where you want to adjust the side support.
Now place the clamp at the back tube by pushing the clamp over velcro and back tube.
Be aware of getting the Italian grip in an upright position like shown in the picture.
The 2 screws should be placed inwards the back tube.
Tighten the screws after mounting.

By untighten the Italian grip you can adjust
the side support side wards

The side support pad you can adjust along the
Slotted hole you can see outside of the side support.
Untighten the 2 screws and adjust the desired depth.
After tighten the screws firmly.

If you need to adjust the side support in height, untighten the 2 screws at the clamp,
find the new position and tighten them again.
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